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Abstract 

Boron clusters are polyhedral boron containing structures that have unique features and 

properties. The disk-like boron clusters are among the most fascinating boron cluster forms. 

These clusters have a molecular orbital distribution similar to the one derived from the simple 

particle-on-a-disk model. In this model, the molecular orbitals come by pairs except for m = 0. 

Disk-like boron clusters in their singlet ground state are aromatic when they reach a closed-shell 

structure. One could expect that disk-like aromatic boron clusters in the singlet state, when 

acquiring or releasing two electrons, may be also aromatic in the lowest-lying triplet state. We 

use magnetically induced current densities and bond current strengths to analyze the aromatic 

character of a series of disk-like boron clusters. Our results show that, with the exception of 

triplet 3B19
-, the disk-like boron clusters follow Hückel and Baird’s rules if one considers the 

different molecular orbitals grouped by its symmetry. We also found that, if the lowest-lying 

triplet state in disk-like boron clusters is aromatic, this triplet state is the ground state for this 

species. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Bare boron clusters have gained a lot of attention in the past few decades from both 

experimental and theoretical chemists.1–5 Elemental boron clusters were found to exist in a wide 

range of different geometrical forms, thanks to an electron deficient nature of boron and its affinity 

to create multicentred chemical bonds.6–8 There is a continuous development of procedures for the 

synthesis of pure and functionalized boron clusters.9,10 Due to appearance in such diverse spatial 

and electronic structures, boron clusters became interesting for applications in many fields, such 

as development of new bioactive,11–17 magnetic,18,19 semiconductive,20 superconductive21 and 

hydrogen storage materials.22–24 

Understanding of the electronic structure and chemical bonding in boron clusters has 

emerged as a very challenging task.25–29 The aromaticity has been widely employed to rationalize 

the structure, reactivity and stability of boron clusters.30–34 The studies of electronic properties of 

boron-based complexes brought further evolvement of the aromaticity concept. Boron clusters can 

exhibit aromaticity, antiaromaticity, disk, double or even conflicting aromaticity.2,30,35 The 

aromaticity concept is traditionally related to organic molecules, and several simple electron 

counting rules have been established, which can instantly provide molecular aromaticity 

characterization.36,37 The well-known Hückel’s rule states that the 4n+2 monocyclic annulenes 

exhibit aromaticity while 4n ones exhibit antiaromaticity.38 The Baird’s rule predicts the reversed 

aromatic properties of the lowest-lying triplet state of annulenes.39,40 The Hückel and Baird’s rules 

have been successfully extended and applied to many other organic and inorganic systems, 

including boron-based clusters.36,41 For some of boron clusters it has been shown that the Hückel’s 

rule can give wrong characterization of molecular aromaticity.26,42,43 It is worth mentioning that it 

has been shown that the Hückel and Baird’s rules can be viewed as being a part of a more general 

rule which considers separate contributions of α and β electrons.44 As Mandado and his 

coworkers44 have proposed, systems with an odd number of α (or β) π electrons are α (or β) 

aromatic, while those with an even number of α (or β) π electrons are α (or β) antiaromatic. This 

counting rule has been successfully applied to rationalize the magnetic properties of aromatic 

species.45 We are grateful for an anonymous referee for calling our attention to the recent work of 

Valiev et al.46 in which the Hückel and Baird’s rules have been unified and reformulated in terms 

of the number of doubly and singly occupied orbitals: molecules are aromatic (respectively 
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antiaromatic) if they have an odd (respectively even) number of doubly and singly occupied 

conjugated valence orbitals.  

It has been shown that disk-like boron clusters exhibit a singlet ground state, and their 

aromaticity was described by introducing the so-called disk aromaticity concept.28,47–49 

Furthermore, the studied systems are characterized by a unique dynamical behavior. In particular, 

B13
+, B19

-, and B20
2- show an almost free rotation of the inner unit relative to the outer ring.47,50–52 

Previously it has been demonstrated that some of boron-based complexes can have a triplet ground 

state.1,2 Because the rules of aromaticity followed by classical organic aromatic monocycles in 

their ground and lowest-lying triplet states, i.e, the Hückel and Baird rules, differ from those 

followed by disk-like boron clusters, we wonder whether disk-like boron clusters that are aromatic 

in their ground states remain aromatic in their lowest-lying triplet states when the number of 

valence electrons is increased or reduced by two electrons. So, we would like to answer the 

question whether a similar rule as the Baird rule is applicable to disk-like boron clusters. We expect 

this could be the case because the molecular orbitals in the particle-on-a-disk model come by pairs 

except for m = 0.48 The disk-like boron clusters discussed here are depicted in Fig. 1. The complete 

set of the studied complexes is given in Fig. S1 and in Table 1. We consider the ground state of 

these boron cluster and the lowest-lying triplet state of their dications and dianions. 

The characterization and rationalization of aromaticity in disk-like boron clusters is 

challenging due to simultaneous out-of-plane (π) and in-plane (σ) bonding in these complexes. 

While properties of the π-electron subsystem in the studied complexes are well understood, the 

description of the σ electron subsystem was found to be very challenging. For instance, B19
- has 

58 valence electrons, of which 12 belong to π-system and the remaining 46 to σ-system. Using the 

adaptive natural density partitioning (AdNDP) method,53 Yan et al.27 have showed that 26 σ 

electrons contribute to the bonding along the outer B13 ring, 10 σ electrons are delocalized inside 

the pentagonal B6 unit and the rest 10 σ electrons are delocalized between the inner and outer rings. 

Recently, using the AdNDP and canonical molecular orbital (CMO) analysis, Li et al.29 have 

proposed somewhat different bonding situation in B19
- claiming that there are 6 σ electrons 

delocalized inside the central B6 unit and 14 σ electrons which are delocalized between the inner 

and outer rings. 

In this work we provide a rationalization of the electronic structure of the studied disk-like 

boron clusters based solely on the CMOs and their nodal characteristic, as originally proposed in 
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the disk aromaticity model.47,48 To the best of the authors’ knowledge, for the first time the 

aromatic character for each of σ and π electron subshells in the studied boron disks was thoroughly 

studied based on the magnetically induced current densities.54–56 As will be shown below the 

studied series of complexes (Fig. S1) consists of both singlet and triplet ground state systems, 

which provides a relevant set to test applicability of electron counting aromaticity rules. 
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Figure 1. Set of the studied boron disk-like clusters. 

 

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 

Geometries of the complexes depicted in Fig. 1 were fully optimized at the B3LYP/def2-

TZVP level in singlet spin states by employing the Gaussian 09 program.57 Starting from the so-

obtained geometries the cluster charge was increased/decreased by 2 and subsequently the 

geometry optimizations were carried out in both singlet and triplet spin states. Only systems whose 

absolute charge does not exceed 2 were considered, because systems with higher charges have no 

practical chemical relevance. For instance, based on B20
2- cluster in Fig. 1, we considered B20 but 

not B20
4-. Frequency calculations confirmed that the obtained optimized structures have no 

imaginary frequencies.  
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The geometry optimizations and current density calculations were carried out using the 

spin unrestricted and spin restricted formalisms for triplet and singlet states of the examined 

clusters, respectively. Magnetically induced current densities were calculated at the B3LYP/def2-

TZVP level of theory using the diamagnetic zero variant of the continuous transformation of origin 

of current density method (CTOCD-DZ).58–61 The external magnetic field was set to be 

perpendicular to the molecular plane of the studied complexes. In the case of non-planar systems, 

the external magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the plane which maximize the projection 

area of the given molecule. The current densities were calculated and mapped 1 bohr above the 

surface which approximately adopts the shape of the boron clusters. Consequently, all possible 

visual confusions coming from the strong localized σ electron currents induced in the molecular 

plane were eliminated. In this work the current density maps were used as a qualitative tool, 

whereas detailed quantitative information on the induced current densities were obtained by 

calculations of the integrated bond current strengths. The calculated current densities were 

visualized using the Paraview program.62 In the current density maps, diatropic (respectively 

paratropic) current densities were represented by counterclockwise (respectively clockwise) 

circulations. Bond current strengths were calculated using the disk-based quadrature scheme.63 

This method is based on numerical integration64 of the current densities that pass through a disk, 

which perpendicularly bisects the middle of the considered bond. In the case of σ electron bond 

current strengths, the integration disk was centered along the bond direction and the radius of the 

integration disk was the boron atom covalent radius.65 For π electron bond current strengths, the 

integration surface was divided into two disks, one above and one below the molecular plane. The 

total integration surfaces for σ and π electron bond current strength calculations were set to be 

equal. This was our choice, although we are aware that using different integration surfaces one can 

get different bond current strengths. All current density calculations were carried out by our in-

house FORTRAN program. 

 

RESULTS 

The optimized structures of the studied disk-like boron complexes are depicted in Fig. S1. 

All systems shown in Fig. 1 were found to be planar, except B12 which adopts a bowl-shaped C3v 

structure, which is in agreement with previous studies.1,28,49 The systems obtained from the 

complexes given in Fig. 1 by changing their charge were found to be more stable in triplet than in 
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singlet spin state. In particular, the optimized geometries of singlet and triplet B8, B9
+, B12

2-, B12
2+, 

B13
-, B19

+, and B20 and the respective adiabatic singlet-triplet energy gaps obtained at the 

B3LYP/def2-TZVP level of theory are provided in Fig. S2. Among the triplet clusters shown in 

Fig. S1 only 3B12
2+ has a non-planar structure. The singlet-triplet energy gap for the examined 

clusters ranges from 8.6 to 50.2 kJ/mol. In the case of B19
+ and B20, the obtained triplet state 

geometries do not correspond to the global minimum structures which were previously 

characterized and found to not have disk-like shapes (we have only considered disk-like boron 

clusters).66,67 It has been shown that boron clusters up to 18 atoms favor planar structures, whereas 

those with more than 18 atoms generally prefer 3D structures.68 

All studied disk-like complexes (Fig. S1) are characterized by 3n - q valence electrons, 

where n and q represent the number of boron atoms and the cluster charge, respectively. It should 

be noted that the σ-π notation sometimes can be misleading, but here the σ and π MOs are those 

which are, respectively, symmetric and antisymmetric with regard to reflection in the molecular 

plane. This kind of notation was employed in all previous studies of the disk-like boron 

clusters.26,47,48 Although some of the examined clusters were found to deviate from planarity, in 

all cases using a simple visual inspection it was possible to clearly distinguish between σ- and π-

type CMOs. Thereafter, the total numbers of σ and π electrons were easily determined (Table 1). 

It has been shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between MOs of the boron disk 

clusters and the eigenfunctions of a particle-in-a-circular-box.26,48 The eigenstates of the particle-

on-a-disk model are determined by the combination of the radial (n = 1, 2, 3,…) and angular (m = 

0, ±1, ±2, ±3,…) quantum numbers. For each of σ and π MOs the quantum numbers n and m were 

determined based on their nodal characteristics, i. e. by counting the numbers of the respective 

radial and angular nodes. In particular, the particle-on-a-disk model predicts that each MO is 

characterized by n – 1 radial nodes and |m| angular nodes. The σ and π CMOs having the same 

number of radial nodes were grouped into σn and πn subsystems. Within each of σn and πn 

subgroups non-(quasi)-degenerated CMOs differ by the number of angular nodes (|m|). 
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Table 1. Partitioning the total number of valence electrons into σ and π contributions, which are 

further dissected into σn and πn subgroups based on the respective number of radial nodes (n - 1).  

 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝜎 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝜎1
 𝑁𝜎2

 𝑁𝜎3
 𝑁𝜋 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝜋1

 𝑁𝜋2
 

B8
2- 26 20 14 6  6 6  

3B8 24 20 14 6  4 4  

B9
- 28 22 16 6  6 6  

3B9
+ 26 22 16 6  4 4  

B12 36 30 18 10 2 6 6  
3B12

2- 38 30 18 10 2 8 8  
3B12

2+ 34 28 18 8 2 6 6  

B13
+ 38 32 20 10 2 6 6  

3B13
- 40 32 20 10 2 8 8  

B19
- 58 46 26 14 6 12 10 2 

3B19
+ 56 46 26 14 6 10 9 1 

B20
2- 62 50 26 14 10 12 10 2 

3B20 60 48 26 14 8 12 10 2 

 

As an illustrative example, Fig. 2 shows valence CMOs for B13
+. There are 6 π electrons 

populating 3 CMOs, all of which have 0 radial nodes (n = 1), and therefore these orbitals belong 

to the π1 subgroup (Fig. 2). Completely analogous analysis can be extended to σ electron 

subsystem. However, it should be noted that in general σ-type CMOs may appear as more complex 

since they come from the 2s-2px-2py mixing, whereas π CMOs are solely based on 2pz-atomic 

orbitals. In any case, the nodal characteristics of σ-type CMOs can be recognized. It was found 

that in B13
+ there are 10 σ orbitals with zero radial nodes (σ1), 5 σ orbitals with 1 radial node (σ2) 

and 1 σ CMO with 2 radial nodes (σ3). The electron population of all σ and π subgroups in B13
+ is 

listed in Table 1. The corresponding analysis was performed for all studied boron clusters and the 

obtained results are summarized in Table 1 and Figs. S3-S14. As a general rule, it was found that 

for all examined systems the number of σ1 electrons is twice the number of B-B bonds along the 

peripheral ring. This finding can be rationalized using the AdNDP bond analysis which showed 

that for all disk-like clusters having nout B atoms along the most outer ring there are exactly 2nout 

σ 2c-2e B-B bonds.27,29 The population of other subshells can also be predicted by the simple 

counting rules which has been previously formulated.26 
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Figure 2. Valence canonical molecular orbitals (CMOs) of B13
+ partitioned into σn and πn 

subgroups based on the respective number of radial nodes (n - 1). 

 

In the following discussion the studied boron clusters were grouped based on similarities 

in their electronic and geometrical characteristics. For all systems the current density contributions 

coming from each of σn and πn subsystems were analyzed. The CTOCD-DZ method provides a 
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connection between the induced current density and electronic structure of a given molecule in the 

following way: diatropic (respectively paratropic) current density comes from the virtual 

translational (respectively rotational) orbital transitions. The contribution of the given orbital 

transition is also determined by the corresponding energy gap. As the energy difference between 

the occupied and unoccupied orbitals increases the contribution of the transition becomes smaller. 

Therefore, the origin of the current density can be explained based on only a few electrons in 

orbitals close to the HOMO level. If these symmetry- and energy-based selection rules are applied 

for the centered systems, such are the studied boron clusters, one can reformulate them in terms of 

the number of the orbital angular nodes: excitations for which an occupied orbital having one 

angular node less than the corresponding virtual orbital give diatropic currents, whereas those 

excitations preserving the number of angular nodes give paratropic currents. For instance, using 

these rules one can expect that in all examined systems the σ1 subshell will give very weak currents 

since this subshell is completely filled, and there are no possible excitations within the subshell. 

Our calculations confirmed that the σ1 subsystem gives negligible current density contributions, 

and for this reason the aromatic character of this part of σ-type CMOs was excluded from the 

following analysis. The selection rules can be used to qualitatively predict the current density 

contributions of other σn and πn subshells (Fig. S15). Based on the particle-on-a-disk model for 

each of these electronic subsystems molecular orbitals come in pairs, except for m = 0. Therefore, 

in the σn and πn subshells having a closed-shell configuration with 2k + 2 electrons (2, 6, 10, 14, 

…) only the translational excitation HOMO to LUMO (increasing the number of angular nodes by 

one) is possible, and these subshells will give diatropic currents. The same selection rules can be 

applied for open-shell subshells. Within the unrestricted electronic-structure formalism alpha and 

beta electrons occupy two separate stacks, and only allowed excitations are those within the given 

stack. Thereafter, within α (or β) σn and πn subshells with 2k + 1 electrons (1, 3, 5, 7, …) only 

translational excitations (increasing the number of angular nodes by one) are possible, and these 

subshells will give diatropic current contributions. On the other hand, if the number of α (or β) 

electrons in a subshell is even (2, 4, 6,…) the dominant transition is between orbitals having the 

equal number of angular nodes (same |m|), and such α (or β) subshell will give paratropic currents. 

This way, the applicability of the Hückel, Baird, and Mandado’s rules for the studied boron disk-

like clusters can be rationalized based on combining symmetry, energy, and spin selection rules 

which are applied to the particle-on-a-disk model (Fig. S15). In what follows we will test the 
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performance and limits of the particle-on-a-disk model in description of the electronic structure of 

the disk-like boron clusters. 

  

B8
2-, 3B8, B9

-, 3B9
+. 

B8
2- and B9

- clusters exhibit very similar geometric and electronic properties. Both systems 

have planar molecular wheel structure in which the central boron atom is hepta- and octa-

coordinated. If the σn and πn subsystems are compared for B8
2- and B9

-, the only difference is found 

in the population of σ1 subsystem, which can be explained by different size of the outer rings in 

these systems.  

Figs. 3 and 4 show the maps of the induced current densities separated into contributions 

of π1 and σ2 subsystems. The bond current strengths were separately calculated for σ2 and π1 

subsystems as the average of all B-B bonds involved in the outer ring (Table 2). For the sake of 

comparison, the π electron bond current strength for benzene was calculated at the same level of 

theory (6.7 nA T-1). The intensity and distribution of the induced current densities are very similar 

in B8
2- and B9

-, as well as in 3B8 and 3B9
+. It was found that π1 and σ2 subsystems in B8

2- and B9
- 

induce strong diatropic currents. The nature of the obtained current densities can be rationalized 

with Hückel’s rule, as each of π1 and σ2 in B8
2- and B9

- have 6 electrons. It should be noted that 

this has been previously shown by Fowler et al.69 

In the triplet 3B8 and 3B9
+ the σ2 subsystem keeps the closed-shell configuration with 6 

electrons as in the parent B8
2- and B9

- clusters. It was found that the σ2 subsystem induces diatropic 

current densities in agreement with Hückel’s rule. As can be seen from Table 2, the intensity of 

the σ2 subsystem currents is very similar in all clusters shown in Figs. 3 and 4. On the other hand, 

the π1 subgroup has an open-shell configuration with 4 electrons in both the lowest-lying triplet 

states of 3B8 and 3B9
+, and this electronic subsystem induces diatropic currents which can be 

explained by Baird’s rule. Figs. 3 and 4 and the data from Table 2 show that the intensities of the 

π1 subsystem currents in 3B8 and 3B9
+ are weaker than that in B8

2- and B9
-.  
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Fig. 3 Maps of the π1 and σ2 current densities in B8
2- and 3B8.  
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Fig. 4 Maps of the π1 and σ2 current densities in B9
- and 3B9

+.  
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Table 2. Bond current strengths (nA T-1) calculated as the average of all B-B bonds involved in 

the given inner/outer ring of the studied clusters. 

 ring σ2 σ3 π1 π2 

B8
2-  4.8  6.0  

3B8  5.1  4.1  

B9
-  4.6  6.3  

3B9
+  4.6  4.2  

B12 inner 1.9 0.3 1.1  

outer 3.8 0.2 3.6  
3B12

2- inner 2.7 0.2 1.2  

outer 4.5 0.01 6.2  
3B12

2+ inner 1.4 0.4 0.3  

outer 1.6 0.4 2.8  

B13
+ inner 3.0 0.4 1.2  

outer 4.8 0.4 4.2  
3B13

- inner 3.0 0.3 1.0  

outer 5.2 0.3 5.1  

B19
- inner 5.9 1.4 1.9 1.3 

outer 5.2 1.0 6.0 0.6 
3B19

+ inner 6.5 1.2 -3.6 0.5 

outer 4.7 1.1 -6.5 0.3 

B20
2- inner 2.0 -7.6 3.3 0.9 

outer 2.5 0.6 7.3 0.7 
3B20 inner 2.4 -1.9 3.9 0.6 

outer 2.0 1.6 6.7 0.7 

 

B12, 3B12
2-, 3B12

2+, B13
+, 3B13

-. 

B12 and B13
+ feature the central three-membered ring surrounded by the nine- and ten-

membered outer rings, respectively. While B13
+ is planar, B12 has a bowl-like shape (Fig. S1).1,28,49 

The different size of the outer ring causes different population of the σ1 subshell (18 and 20 

electrons in B12 and B13
+, respectively). The π1, σ2, and σ3 subsystems have 6, 10 and 2 electrons 

in B12 and B13
+, respectively (Table 1). As can be seen from Figs. 5 and 6 the π1 and σ2 subsystems 

induces diatropic circulations, whereas the σ3 subsystem shows very weak currents in B12 and B13
+. 

The obtained current density maps are in line with the Hückel rule predictions. The bond current 

strengths were calculated as the average of all B-B bonds in the outer and inner rings (Table 2). 

These data also demonstrate that the extent of the induced currents in B12 and B13
+ are very similar 

for all dissected CMOs subgroups.   
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In the triplet 3B12
2- and 3B13

- the σ2 and σ3 subsystems have the same populations as in B12 

and B13
+, while the additional 2 electrons are in the π1 subshell which has an open-shell 

configuration with 8 electrons. Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate that the π1 electrons show magnetically 

aromatic behavior as predicted by Baird’s rule. The currents induced by the π1 subsystem in 3B12
2- 

and 3B13
- are stronger than that in B12 and B13

+.  

In the triplet 3B12
2+ the unpaired electrons reside in the σ2 subsystem, which has 8 electrons 

and sustain diatropic currents in agreement with Baird’s rule. On the other hand, π1 and σ3 

subsystems exhibit the closed-shell configuration with the same number of electrons (Table 1), 

and very similar magnetic response as in B12 (Table 2). 
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Fig. 5 Maps of the π1, σ2, and σ3 current densities in B12, 
3B12

2-, and 3B12
2+.  
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Fig. 6 Maps of the π1, σ2, and σ3 current densities in B13
+ and 3B13

-.  
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B19
- , 3B19

+. 

B19
- has the planar structure in which the pentagonal B6 unit is enclosed by the other thirteen 

boron atoms. In B19
- π CMOs can be divided into two groups based on the number of radial nodes: 

π1 with 10 electrons and π2 with 2 electrons (Table 1 and Fig. S11). The σ system is described 

through σ1, σ2, and σ3, having 26, 14, and 6 electrons, respectively. The bond current strengths 

were calculated for the outer 13-membered and inner 5-membered rings separately as the average 

value of all bonds in the given ring (Table 2). The current density analysis shown in Fig. 7 and in 

Table 2 revealed that all π and σ subsystems induce diatropic circulations, which is in agreement 

with the Hückel rule. The most intense current density comes from π1 and σ2 subsystems, whereas 

π2 and σ3 exhibit much weaker currents. In the triplet 3B19
+, all σ subshells have the closed-shell 

configuration with the same population as in B19
-. The main difference between 3B19

+ and B19
- is 

found for the π electron system. In particular, there are 9 electrons occupying π1, and 1 electron in 

π2 subsystem of 3B19
+. If one compares current densities in B19

- and 3B19
+, it can be seen that σ 

electrons induce very similar currents in both systems. On the other hand, the π1 subsystem in 3B19
+ 

sustains strong paratropic current densities. The triplet 3B19
+ cluster reveals a limitation of the 

Hückel and Baird’s rules, which can be applied only for systems with even number of electrons. 

On the other hand, Mandado’s rule correctly predicts that 5 α electrons will give diatropic, while 

4 β electrons of the π1 subsystem will give paratropic currents (Fig. 8). The Mandado’s rule can 

successfully be applied to the π2 subsystem in 3B19
+ having 1 α electron (Fig. 7). In any case, it can 

be seen that Mandado’s rule correctly predicts α and β conflicting aromaticity of the π1 subsystem 

in 3B19
+, but this rule does not answer which of the spin component will dominate.  
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Fig. 7 Maps of the π1, π2, σ2, and σ3 current densities in B19
- and 3B19

+.  
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 α β 

3B19
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5 electrons 

 
4 electrons 

Fig. 8 Maps of the α- and β-electron π1 current densities in 3B19
+. 
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B20
2-, 3B20. 

B20
2- has a concentric ring structure, with the outer B13 ring and the inner hexagonal B7 

unit. The electronic features of B20
2- appears to be very similar to those of B19

-. The B20
2- cluster, 

like B19
-, has 10 and 2 electrons in π1 and π2, and 26 and 14 electrons in σ1 and σ2 subsystems. The 

main difference between B20
2- and B19

- comes from the σ3 subshell which in the case of B20
2- has 

10 electrons. The same population of π subshells in B20
2- and B19

- leads to very similar intensities 

and distribution of the induced current densities (Figs. 7 and 9). On the other hand, the σ2 and σ3 

subsystems in B20
2- exhibit quite complex current density patterns. In both σ subsystems there are 

paratropic circulations around the central ring and diatropic circulations around the perimeter. The 

obtained current densities are in agreement with previous results for this complex,48 and such 

magnetic behavior of σ subsystems cannot be rationalized by any of the existing counting rules of 

aromaticity. As can be seen from the current density maps (Fig. 9) and bond current strengths 

(Table 2), the σ3 current density around the B13 ring in B20
2- have strong local contributions around 

some of B-atoms, whereas the global circulation is rather weak. Our calculations showed that the 

most intensive contributions to the σ3 subshell current density come from MO50 (HOMO – 1) and 

MO51 (HOMO). These two orbitals were formally assigned to the σ3 subgroup, but it has been 

argued that these orbitals do not completely agree with the eigenfunctions predicted by the particle-

on-a-disk model for n = 3 and m = ±2.48 Actually, in B20
2- (C2v) there is a mixing of two states of 

the particle-on-a-disk model, one with n = 3, m = ±2 and the other with n = 2, m = ±4, from which 

MO50 (b2) and MO51 (a1), as well as their counterparts MO56 (b2) and MO57 (a1) are formed. In 

C2v point group the in-plane translations have a1 and b2 symmetries, while the in-plane rotation has 

b2 symmetry. The excitations MO50 → MO56 and MO51 → MO57 are translationally allowed 

(inducing diatropic currents) since the symmetry products b2×b2 and a1×a1 contain the symmetry 

of the in-plane translation (a1). The excitations MO50 → MO57 and MO51 → MO56 are 

translationally (inducing diatropic currents) and rotationally allowed (inducing paratropic 

currents) because the symmetry product b2×a1 contains the symmetries of the in-plane translations 

and in-plane rotation (b2). The 3B20 cluster has the same population of the π1, π2, σ1, and σ2 

subshells as in B20
2-. The σ3 subsystem in 3B20 has the open-shell configuration with 8 electrons. 

This system gives much stronger diatropic currents around the B13 ring, and very weak paratropic 

currents in the central unit.  
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Fig. 9 Maps of the π1, π2, σ2, and σ3 current densities in B20
2- and 3B20. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this work the electronic structure of a series of singlet and triplet disk-like boron 

clusters was examined by means of the CMO-based analysis, as proposed in the disk aromaticity 

model. The σ and π CMOs of the examined systems were grouped based on the number of their 

radial nodes. The calculated current densities demonstrated that the aromatic characteristics of σ 

and π electron subsystems in the singlet boron disks (Fig. 1) can be correctly predicted by the 

Hückel rule. The only exception was found for the singlet B20
2- in which we found σ subshells 

that simultaneously induce diatropic and paratropic currents.  

In the case of the triplet boron clusters with 8, 9, 12, and 13 boron atoms, the magnetic 

aromatic properties of the dissected σ and π electron subsystems was successfully rationalized by 

means of Hückel and Baird’s rules. In the triplet 3B19
+ cluster π electron system has an odd 

number of electrons, which requires employment of Mandado’s rule.  

The σ subsystems of B20
2- and 3B20 exhibit diatropic currents around the B13 ring, and 

paratropic currents in the central unit. Such a dual magnetic response cannot be rationalized by 

any of the existing electron counting rules of aromaticity. 
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